The design of a neural network with a biologically motivated architecture.
An associative neural network whose architecture is greatly influenced by biological data is described. The proposed neural network is significantly different in architecture and connectivity from previous models. Its emphasis is on high parallelism and modularity. The network connectivity is enriched by recurrent connections within the modules. Each module is, effectively, a Hopfield net. Connections within a module are plastic and are modified by associative learning. Connections between modules are fixed and thus not subject to learning. Although the network is tested with character recognition, it cannot be directly used as such for real-world applications. It must be incorporated as a module in a more complex structure. The architectural principles of the proposed network model can be used in the design of other modules of a whole system. Its architecture is such that it constitutes a good mathematical prototype to analyze the properties of modularity, recurrent connections, and feedback. The model does not make any contribution to the subject of learning in neural networks.